
Survey 

Difficulty of the game 
1. From 1 to 10, how difficult would you rate the game? 

7, actually quite hard. The jumping is intense (sic). Momentum felt weird. 

2. What elements made the game difficult? 

The jump force is quite “hard”. Wasn’t always sure where I might end. The jump was a little 

bit too strong. 

3. Did any elements in particular make the game too easy? If so, what are they? 

Not really. 

4. How would you recommend the difficulty be changed? 

Lower the jump force. 

Meaningfulness of crackers 
1. How motivated were you to collect the crackers? 

Decently motivated, understanding it is a game where you need to collect the currency a la 

Sonic. 

2. Was motivation, if any, intrinsic or extrinsic? (wanted to collect vs wanted to fulfil point 

quota) 

Intrinsic, it’s intrinsic to the type of game. 

3. Did you find crackers were too easy, too hard or comfortable to collect? 

In terms of actual positioning, they were fine but jump force made them harder to get. 

4. What would make crackers or points more meaningful to you? 

Probably if it unlocked something, like collect 10 and you get a special skin for your hamster. 

5. Would another scoring system motivate you more? What would this be? 

Time taken. A timed leader board for who ran it the fastest. Then broken down into crackers 

with time-based points. 

Gameplay naturalness and Progression (Overall game feel) 
1. Did any aspect of the controls feel unintuitive or ill-fitting? 

Didn’t like it was on WASD, likely a personal thing but arrow keys would have been much 

more comfortable. 

2. Was the path to the cheese too short, long or did you not noticing a problem? 

Path seemed fine, in terms of number of levels of provided. If this was first 5 levels in a full 

game of 90 levels, it would be correct, but would feel far too short for an end-game stage. 

3. Are there any improvements to controls or pathing you feel would benefit the game? 

Change to arrow from WASD. 

Additional Questions  
1. Any final thoughts or questions you have? 

“I fell through the world” 

Notes 
Found music annoying. 

Tried to spring off of rat to reach cheese on level 2. 

Struggled on left side of level 2 



Expected goomba rules for rat. 

Knew to go left on level 3. 

Liked the mouse trap. 

Thought glue was squashed zucchini (definitely need to update texture) 

Had trouble wall jumping 

Clipped out of world with mousetrap on level 5 

Took 8 minutes to finish 5 levels 


